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Leading Supply Chain Solutions Provider
for Enterprise Hardware Services
Customer requirements and competition in the market entail tailored supply chains on a global and regional level. The world of supply chain
management is becoming increasingly complex and drive considerable challenges throughout the supply chain. Our Clients challenges: Bestin-class processes, a globally integrated WMS and TMS platform and a worldwide network of warehouses and logistics depots.
To provide multiple transportation solutions to cover all sales channels and needs, whether its network quality, on-time performance, or
cut-off times at shipping sites. Ensure compliance with all international trade and customs regulations, as well as smooth management
of Trans - global shipments. Specialized processes management to their specific needs, planning and forecasting for dynamic markets.
Product sourcing, customization of hardware, integration and configuration services. Industry experienced Account Management Team
ensuring perfect execution of the agreed solution.
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions has a clear unique selling proposition in the market. Our end-to-end services offer you global availability,
transparency, “best in class” processes and KeyAccount Management service.

Server pre-configuration &
networking components
Hardware configuration ( servers,
		 networking equipment, racks)

Global delivery to
180+ countries

International
trade & compliance

Full visibility of order status, 		
inventory & real time reporting
globally

IOR / EOR services

Carrier selection and management

Multiple currency management

White Glove Delivery

Tariff classification/ confirmation
risk assessment

Customs clearance

Kitting & assembly
Firmware & Software updates
IP & network configuration
Market Access
OS loads via DVD, USB, PXE
Purchasing of components
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Solution: Global Control Tower Solution
Our unique approach allows us to manage, procure, plan and distribute your product
world wide. Supported by a global team with a single point of contact to the client.

Single point of contact for
Global business requirements

Procurement,
Planning Services

Management of
multiple currencies

Hardware configuration Services

Fulfilment & distribution
Services Globally

Trade & Complience
Management

Management of
regularity changes

Warehousing & Inventory
management
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Global Logistics Services
Global EOR/IOR Service
180+ Countries
Market Access
Identify Route options/risks
Establish documentation
requirements i.e. permits
& licenses Establish Tax &
Duty rates Service levels
available

Route Setup an SLA Management
Analyze requirements Carrier
Selection & Management (Carrier
Agnostic) Cost Optimization
SLA optimization & Monitoring

Trade & Complience Management
Tariff Classification/confirmation
Risk Assessment Customs
Management Trade documentation
creation & Control

Logistics
Services

Information Management
Full visibility of order from
point of receipt to delivery
Reporting & Data Trending
Cost Management
Cost Analysis by Country &
Region controllable i.e. Freight/
IOR fees – uncontrollable i.e. Taxes,
Documentation, custom fees
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Additional Services
White Glove services Evaluation
Management Secure Tracking In
country temporary storage options

Tax, Customs & Trade Management
Individual industries face numerous challenges that are specific to their sectors. They form a complex set
of variables, including short product cycles, offshore manufacturing or local peaks that are hard to predict.
At the same time, transnational product launches or specific trade, tax, and compliance provisions make it
difficult to maintain management controls across all of the countries involved.
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions is familiar with these complex requirements and ensures compliance with
all international trade and customs regulations, as well as smooth management of transnational product
shipments.
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Our service
portfolio
 lobal Logistics
G
Services
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Global footprint

We offer locations that are strategically placed along your supply chain. Our global network is able to respond dynamically
to developing market demands and changing consumer needs. We understand the challenges of international markets. In 20
countries, we design and implement solutions for a wide variety of business processes, tailored to the individual needs of our
customers all over the world.
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Achieve transparency, cost optimization and growth with
efficient transport solutions in a global network
The market now requires multiple transportation providers to cover all sales channels and needs, whether its network quality,
on-time performance, or cut-off times at shipping sites. A single provider of transportation services typically cannot meet
the service level requirements but Arvato Supply Chain Solutions handles them with its transportation management system
(TMS). Based on modular application architecture, the system includes invoice verification features, consolidated billing across
all transport providers, a standard track-and-trace platform and a reporting solution. It also guarantees smooth data exchange
with partners. Transport providers are integrated through a global, SAP-based EDI platform. The IT system is designed as a neutral platform. It offers a large range of transport services, but they can be replaced with others at any time.
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Warehouse services
Our warehouse services solutions are a core element of our supply chain and e-commerce solutions.
With 85 locations in over 20 countries, our global network covers all the major logistics hotspots and provides
a warehouse services capacity with a total logistics area of over 1.7 million square meters. Scalable and flexible modular design means our logistics centres can be extended as required, thus supporting your expansion
plans. We consider warehouse services an integral component of our complex supply chain solutions.
We provide our customers with customized and cost-efficient single-user locations as well as multi-user
warehouses. To achieve that, we develop tailored and needs-based warehousing concepts, always taking
into consideration the specific product and industry requirements.
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Solutions Overview
Serial-number and batch management

Pick, pack & repacking,

Labelling of products

Returns management

Refurbishment

Swap management

Bundling / Kitting & assembly
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Inventory Management
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions offers a number of solutions for optimizing your demand, inventory and
procurement planning with intelligent and often automated processes, enabling you to achieve the ideal
combination of high flexibility and low capital commitment. With the help of our intelligent analysis tools,
we define at the item level the optimum inventory level and frequencies based on different factors,
such as sales volumes, forecasts and fluctuations or product values.
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Hardware Technical Services
At Arvato Supply Chain Solutions, we ensure that your technology is integrated, configured, customized and
deployed to the highest quality. From our state of the art integration and logistics facility to the comprehensive
services, expertise and capabilities, Arvato is uniquely positioned to deliver complex supply chain solutions.
Let us manage your hardware integrations, configuration and customization so you can focus on your core
business…

In house rack integration
system with built in quality
controls and reporting suite
with connection to SAP
Firmware updates
to required level,
configuration or
config load on
network devices

RMA management,
returns inspection
refurbishment and
repair (Dell on line
self dispatch certified
team).

Rack Integration from rack & stack,
asset capture to site ready image and
IP configuration
Hardware
Integration MIS

Network
Configuration

Rack
Integration

Hardware
Technical
Services

RMA &
Inspection

Load
image

BIOS &
Firmware
Updates

IP Configuration

Script controlled IP configuration on
appliences and verification of updates
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Load image to appliance
via various methods
(USB, DVD, PXE, ETC)

Script controlled server
BIOS and firmware
updates to customer
requirements & update
verification process

Our service
portfolio
Inventory
Management
Hardware Technical
Services
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Global Key Account Management and Service Delivery.
Dedicated Account Management with a single point of contact to the client, supported by a Value Stream
Team of global & local supply chain experts. Our Industry experienced Account Management Team is assigned
ownership of the account from day one ensuring perfect execution of the agreed solution, resulting in seamless
transition and “best in class” service to our clients.
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Arvato Supply Chain Solutions
We offer globally integtated supply chain solutions to the high-tech industry.
With a global team of around 16,000 skilled and committed professionals we operate regional logistics clusters
across more than 85 locations in 20 countries in the US, Europe and Asia. As a trusted partner, our proven track
record enables you to leverage our industry-specific experience. Building upon a comprehensive suite of SAP
modules, our portfolio encompasses both out-of-the-box as well as tailor-made solutions.
For decades it has been our mission to offer solutions and services that exceed our client‘s expectations and
requirements while adding sustainable value to their supply chain. Arvato Supply Chain Solutions applies IT and
technology to develop and implement high-performance solutions. With its powerful international network, an
integrated SAP architecture and a high level of IT in-house expertise, Arvato Supply Chain Solutions has a clear
unique selling proposition in the market in the combination of these capabilities.

Any other questions? Get in contact with us.
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions
Tracy Burke | Director Business Development
Phone: +353 (0)86 3867656 | E-Mail: Tracy.burke@arvato-scs.com
www.arvato-supply-chain.com
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions is an innovative and international leading service provider in the field of
supply chain management and e-commerce. About 16,000 employees work together to provide practical
and relevant solutions and services worldwide. Using the latest digital technology, Arvato develops, operates and
optimizes complex global supply chains and e-commerce platforms, as the strategic growth partner for its customers. For over 20 years Arvato provides all necessary processes to clients from the Fashion, Beauty and FMCG
industries: Digital strategy consulting and development and managing of online shops as well as loyalty programs,
logistics and fulfillment including returns management, financial services and customer service.
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bertelsmann.
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Our service
portfolio
 lobal Key Account
G
Management

